
On February 10th, our school celebrated its first-ever Founders Day under

the guidance of Ms. Elina Saveriades, and it was a remarkable success.

This special occasion was held in honour of the visionary Mr.Christos

Saveriades, who established our esteemed institution and celebrated the

institution's 63 years of dedication to education. Amidst the festivities, we

joyously acknowledged the birthday of our esteemed founder, Mr. Christos

Saveriades. Students participated in engaging activities such as TikTok

contests and poster making, which allowed them to express their deep

appreciation for our school and demonstrate strong unity and camaraderie.

As we reflect on this momentous day, we remain profoundly grateful for

our founders' enduring legacy and tireless efforts. Their remarkable vision

continues to guide and inspire us as we navigate the journey ahead.
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Casa College and Kasa High School 
Snow Mountain Adventures

On February 3, 2024, Kasa High School and Casa College students went

on an exciting journey to Troodos Mountain, Cyprus. It was part of their

school's fun activities, and everyone was thrilled about experiencing snow

for the first time. Excitement filled the air as they encountered snow for the

first time, indulging in timeless winter activities like building snowmen and

engaging in playful snowball fights. The trip to Troodos showed them the

joy of discovery and the importance of friendship outside the classroom.

As they said goodbye to the snowy mountains, they carried memories to

last a lifetime and excitement for future 

adventures.

 FOUNDERS DAY HONOURS 63 YEARS OF 
EDUCATION LEGACY
 

CASA COLLEGE AND ST. STYLIANOS
COLLABORATE ON JOURNEY OF
HEALTHY COOKING 
 

On February 15th, St. Stylianos students attended a healthy cooking

training session at Casa College's well-equipped kitchen laboratory.

Led by expert Ms. Chrysoulla Trisvei and assisted by Casa College

students, the session allowed students to gain hands-on experience in

crafting healthy dishes, exchange ideas and support each other's

culinary activities. This marked a critical moment in their pursuit of

wellness, deepening their understanding of the importance of

nutritious eating in leading a healthy lifestyle.

 
GREEN CONNECT WORKSHOP
EMPOWERS CASA COLLEGE AND
KASA HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO
BUILD A GREENER FUTURE
 

On February 15th, St. Stylianos students attended a healthy cooking

training session at Casa College's well-equipped kitchen laboratory.

Led by expert Ms. Chrysoulla Trisvei and assisted by Casa College

students, the session allowed students to gain hands-on experience

in crafting healthy dishes, exchange ideas and support each other's

culinary activities. This marked a critical moment in their pursuit of

wellness, deepening their understanding of the importance of

nutritious eating in leading a healthy lifestyle.
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CASA COLLEGE SHOWCASES ADULT
NURSING & CRUISE SHIP HOSPITALITY
OPERATIONS PROGRAMS TO
ACCREDITATION OFFICIALS
 

CASA College recently hosted accreditation officials to evaluate its Adult

Nursing and Cruise Ship Hospitality Operations programs, reaffirming its

commitment to providing high-quality tertiary education. The presentations

were conducted on February 6th and February 27th, showcasing the

college's advanced training and teaching methods. The Adult Nursing

program highlighted its comprehensive curriculum, which prepares

students for various healthcare environments through partnerships with

local hospitals. Similarly, the Cruise Ship Hospitality Operations program

emphasised practical training by combining classroom learning with

hands-on experience in customer service and event management in the

Cruise ship landscape. The accreditation process provided valuable

feedback for continuous improvement, solidifying CASA College's

reputation for tertiary education.

 

KALOSORISMA 2.0 WELCOMES
STUDENTS TO KASA HIGH SCHOOL AND
CASA COLLEGE
 KASA High School and Casa College began their academic year on

February 14th with Kalosorisma 2.0, an annual orientation program aimed

at helping students succeed. The program was led by Managing Director

Ms. Elina Saveriades and provided students with valuable guidance for

both their academic and personal growth. The program included

informative discussions on grading systems, academic calendars, payment

plans, registration, and school social media. These sessions offered a

comprehensive roadmap for the journey ahead. KASA High School and

Casa College are committed to nurturing the potential of every student,

creating a supportive and inclusive community defined by growth,

camaraderie, and achievement. This is the start of a new and exciting

phase where students can make new friends, take advantage of

opportunities, and work together with great enthusiasm towards a better

future.

 

A group of students from Kasa High School and Casa College recently

served as race assistants and media team in the Mylikouri Marathon,

which took place on February 25th amidst breathtaking mountain scenery.

The students played various roles, including registration, cheering on the

runners, and documenting the event through photography and video. They

created a lively atmosphere of camaraderie and formed meaningful

connections with the participants, demonstrating teamwork and resilience.

The students enjoyed the beautiful surroundings and contributed to the

marathon's success, highlighting their dedication to community

engagement and personal growth.

 

STUDENTS FROM KASA HIGH SCHOOL
AND CASA COLLEGE SHOWCASE
COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT IN THE MYLIKOURI
MARATHON 
 

STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT ACTIVE 
CITIZENSHIP AT CARDET NGO’S CIVIC 
PARTICIPATION CONFERENCE
 On February 24, Casa College and Kasa High School students attended

the Cardet NGO workshop "Shaping Tomorrow: Enhancing Civic

Participation in Cyprus Conference." The event focused on the crucial role

of active citizenship in democracy. It featured discussions by experts

covering participatory policy-making, civil society challenges, youth

involvement, and media literacy. The students' participation provided

valuable insights and motivated them to take a more active role in shaping

their communities. The conference was organised for the EMERGE

project, funded through the EEA and Norway grants. It highlighted the

significance of citizen engagement and collective action in driving positive

societal change.

 


